2016 GGLS Fall Meet
The 2016 Fall Meet was held on October 22,23
and GGLS member Steve Vitkovits was kind
enough to send in the following photos that he
took on Sunday during the Open House for the
Public.

The Bay Area Engine Modelers (BAEM) were
kind enough to come down and display their fine
models at the meet. From left to right, we have
Bob Hettinger, Larry Bunch and Paul Denham.

BAEM member Bob Hettinger showing off a
miniature Hit & Miss. He also brought a single
overhead cam 4 cylinder engine.

BAEM/GGLS member Paul Denham conversing
with BAEM member Larry Bunch, possibly on
how one can make this engine power this engine
on alternative energy!

A table chock full of Paul Denham's creation,
some which might be found in the 2016 Spring
Meet article down loadable from the ggls.org web
page.

It wasn't all stationary engine model display.
There were some action at the track too:

BAEM member Dr Bob Kradjian with a small
sample of some very wonderful models from his
collections.

Here in the steaming bay are some of the
locomotives ready to head down the track. Visible
from left to right are apparently GGLS members
Rick Ratto, Bruce Anderson, maybe Dan Swanson
behind him, Jerry Kimberlin and Sheldon Yee.

A very handsome narrow gauge 0-4-0 locomotive
own by some lucky individual scaled to run on our
7 ½” scale track.

BAEM member John Meredith displayed his radial
aircraft engines and they are something to see. I
hope John and the other BAEM members can one
day give a technical talk to share their knowledge
and expertise with the rest of us.

GGLS members Dan Swanson and Bob Cohen
enjoying the steam/smoke in the steaming bay.

In the foreground is the train of John Smith and
just behind that is the GGLS public train's 4-6-0
RGS 20 narrow gauge locomotive.

